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I would be honoured to listen deeply with you to one of the most extraordinary 
places on Earth, the Bunya Mountains. A unique biogeographical rainforest up 
and above the Great Diving Range in Queensland. Sacred Country of extreme 
significance to the Wakka Wakka people & other tribes of the greater region. 
 

 
Photo by iris. Guests listening deeply to the setting sun over the western horizon. 

 
The Bunyas are one of my greatest teachers on Earth. They guide me to truly 
let go and trust the Natural World. Following the wise guidance of Mother 
Nature, I have crafted a special and simple way for my guests to also deepen 
their connection to Mother Nature and thus their own true nature. 
 
Deep Listening to Nature retreats has been extremely well received by guests 
since conception in 2017. All report feeling a renewed intimacy with Nature, 
more relaxed and at peace in themselves and in touch with their purpose & joy 
for life.  I look forward to the opportunity to listen deeply with you…. 

 
‘Of all paths you take in life 

Make sure a few of them are dirt.’ 
John Muir 

http://www.deeplisteningtonature.com/
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“Be kind to every  
living thing. 
We all have  

an important  
purpose. 

       We all are 
a part of  

Mother Earth.” 
Photo: Guests share in the healing power of Fire. 
 

RETREAT ADDRESS 
The retreat is held at the House-on-the-Hill Bunya Avenue, Bunya Mountains, 
Qld and Alans UTM. The houses are in a little village directly across the road 
from the Bunya Mountains National Park. www.bunyamountains.com  (Click 
on accommodation and search house names to view accommodation). 
 
RETREAT DATES 
DLTN Bunya Mountains are held the 1st Friday (2pm) to Tues (9am) in March 
yearly. And 1st Monday (2pm) to Friday (9am) in December, yearly.  
 
RETREAT COST 
The DLTN Bunya Mountains retreat costs $840 per person. If you invite a 
friend(s) the price for each person is $780 each in a shared room two single 
beds or double bed. The price includes 4 night’s accommodation, 4 delicious 
meals, three light breakfasts and three days of unique guided walks in the 
rainforest and other creative & healing practices in Nature. The price does not 
include travel to or from the venue, day-time food or linen. (The possibility of 
car-pooling from your region to the Bunyas with another, guest(s) may be 
possible). Guest accommodation has a fully equipped kitchen.  
 
HEALTH & SAFETY A moderate level of fitness is needed for this retreat. A 
thorough health and safety brief upon confirmation of your attendance will be 
sent to each guest. Please contact me to discuss any health concerns.  
 
SECURE YOUR PLACE ON RETREAT (payment plan available) 

Bank Details for Internet Transfer H.Nunn  BSB 728728   A/C 22303350. 
Please write your name and the name of the month of retreat you wish to attend 
(March or December) in description. Credit Card payment over the phone is also available.  

http://www.deeplisteningtonature.com/
http://www.bunyamountains.com/
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“I am Water, Water is me.” 
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‘’This was such a beautifully paced retreat. 
Iris is an engaging, fascinating and intuitive guide. 

The practice helped me connect with the land, spirit and me. 
Simple, profound insights came.’’ 

Samantha Bell, Melbourne. 

 
Not all classrooms have four walls. 
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Thank-you again for your interest in being a part of this unforgettably beautiful 
experience. Deep Listening to Nature Bunya Mountains. Please text me on 
0417937720 to receive a call back to discuss further your needs on retreat, or 
you can find information about my work and my experience as a Nature Guide, 
Mother, Aromatherapist, Author and Environmental Activist by visiting my 
website or reading my book, ‘Climbing the World’s Tallest Tree.’ 
 
With love & respect G U R U M A H 
Iris X 
 

“Everything is already created perfectly, 
We just have to become a part of it.” 

Uncle Bob Randall 
Past Senior Elder of Uluru  

 
 

  
Photo: Haley listening deeply to the Ancient Bunya Pine. DLTN Bunyas 2022, photo, by iris. 
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Photo: King Parrot feeds from iris’ hand at the House-on-the-Hill, Bunya Mountains. 
 

I acknowledge that the Bunya Mountains is sacred to the Wakka Wakka. I pay respect to the Wakka Wakka. 
I acknowledge that I live, work and play on land belonging to First Nations People. I pay my respects to 

Aboriginal Elders past, present and emerging and their lore, customs and Creation Spirits.  
I acknowledge the fact that sovereignty was never ceded and that first in time will always be best at law.  
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